PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
BREAKING NEWS: INTRODUCING A RE-IMAGINED HI-TEC® SNEAKER TO CELEBRATE LATE PRESIDENT
MANDELA AND SUPPORT THE NELSON MANDELA CHILDREN'S FUND.
HI-TEC® is proud to announce the launch of the Freedom Shared campaign. With this campaign and the release of the HI-TEC®
Freedom 67s sneaker, the London-born heritage brand pays tribute to South Africa’s late president, his long walk to freedom
and the legacy he left behind.
During his 27-year long sacrifice, President Mandela spent much of this time in a modest pair of HI-TEC® tennis shoes. Fighting
for freedom, so that one day we may all be free, especially the beloved children of South Africa. The Nelson Mandela
Children’s Fund (NMCF) was founded by President Mandela in 1995. Its mission is to address the challenges the children of
South Africa face on a daily basis. “The number one goal and priority of this campaign is raising funds for the NMCF” says
Andrea Engelbrecht, Head of Marketing of HI-TEC® South Africa.
A limited release of 67 pairs of the HI-TEC® Freedom Grails 67s have been gifted to freedom ambassadors to both donate to
the NMCF and raise awareness of President Mandela’s legacy and the “Freedom Shared” campaign. A further 1200 pairs of
the Tier 1 Freedom 67s will be released, followed by 2000 pairs of the Tier 2 Freedom 67s.
“Mr. Nelson Mandela wanted freedom for all, and with this in mind, we wanted to make this sneaker available to the greater
South Africa, so everyone may feel empowered to walk in his shoes. However, staying true to our cause, we have pledged to
donate a portion of each pair sold to the NMCF. In addition, Hoorah Digital has pledged R50 000 for a pair of the 67s, so we
may also make a small difference.” says Simon Spreckley, Chief Creative Officer of Hoorah Digital Consulting.
HI-TEC® and its ambassadors are welcoming the world to walk with them and to #KeepFreedomShared by supporting the
campaign and donating to the Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund – keeping President Nelson Mandela’s legacy alive: To
continue to create freedom for others, including children. In the words of Madiba himself, “The purpose of freedom is to create it
for others.”
Register 12 July to enter the HI-TEC® Freedom 67 Auction, on www.hi-tec.co.za. Tier 2 will be released in Archive & Sportscene
stores this August. Visit https://hi-tec.co.za/stories for more information.

